Death Prefers Blondes
by Caleb Roehrig
YF Roehrig
Committing high-stakes cat burglaries with a team of kickboxing drag-queen jewel thieves, teen socialite Margo Manning finds the lives of her crew turned upside-down by a job that puts her much-needed resources at risk.

A Danger to Herself and Others
by Alyssa B Sheinmel
YF Sheinmel
A teen under strict surveillance in an institution endeavors to prove to her doctors and a judge that she does not pose any risk.

Dry
by Neal Shusterman
YF Shusterman
When a longtime drought in California escalates to catastrophic levels, turning a once-quiet suburban street into a warzone of desperation, a teen is forced to make life and death decisions to protect her family.

It Should Have Been You
by Lynn Slaughter
YF Slaughter
A high-school advice columnist takes matters into her own hands to uncover the truth about her twin sister’s murder when threatening emails from an anonymous cyberstalker implicate her in her twin’s death.

The Wrong Girl
by R.L. Stine
YF Stine
Poppy swears she will seek revenge against Jack’s cruel prank that humiliated her in front of all her friends, so when classmates start turning up dead, everyone believes it is Poppy’s doing.

The Perfect Candidate
by Peter Stone
YF Stone
When Cameron Carter goes straight from high school in small-town California to a summer internship with a powerful U.S. Congressman he admires, he soon learns not everything in Washington, D.C. is as it appears.

Deadfall
by Stephen Wallenfels
YF Wallenfels
Twin brothers Cory and Ty Bic search for an escape from criminals in the Pacific Northwest wilderness.

Active Memory
by Dan Wells
YF Wells
Growing up in a world where technology connects everyone’s minds to one another, teen hacker Marisa Carneseca struggles to uncover the truth about the accident in which she lost her arm.
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Like Never and Always
by Ann Aguirre
YF Aguirre
Waking up in the hospital with her best friend's face in the aftermath of a devastating accident, Liv navigates disturbing criminal and murderous secrets while trying to reconcile her feelings for a boy she loves, from the perspectives of two different lives.

Time Bomb
by Joelle Charbonneau
YF Charbonneau
Six students trapped in their school after a bomb goes off must fight to survive while discovering who among them is the bomber.

Immoral Code
by Lillian Clark
YF Clark
The loyal friends of a deadbeat billionaire's abandoned daughter orchestrate a 21st-century Robin Hood plot to hack into her father's company and steal the tuition money she needs to follow her dreams.

The Disappearance of Sloane Sullivan
by Gia Cribbs
YF Cribbs
Approaching her final months before being released from witness protection, a high school senior reunites with someone she once cared about and considers breaking the rules for the first time, placing herself at high risk.

Blood and Ink
by Stephen Davies
YF Davies
Kadija, the teen daughter of a librarian in modern-day Timbuktu, unexpectedly falls for Ali, a hated Al Qaeda conscript, before risking her life to smuggle precious documents out of their city.

The Second Life of Ava Rivers
by Faith Gardner
YF Gardner
Vera, eager to start college and escape the celebrity her family has endured since her twin's disappearance 12 years earlier, finds her world turned upside down again when Ava returns.

A Line in the Dark
by Malinda Lo
YF Lo
When Jess Wong's best friend Angie falls in love with a girl from the nearby boarding school, Jess expects heartbreak. But when everybody's secrets start to be revealed, the stakes quickly elevate to life or death.

There's Someone Inside Your House
by Stephanie Perkins
YF Perkins
One year after moving to Nebraska to live with her grandmother, Makani Young is forced to confront dark secrets about her past in Hawaii when a serial killer begins to target her fellow high school students.

Before I Let Go
by Marieke Nijkamp
YF Nijkamp
Returning to her small Alaskan hometown after her bipolar best friend's death, Corey uncovers chilling secrets about the townspeople.

And the Ocean Was Our Sky
by Patrick Ness
YF Ness
A twist on themes from Moby Dick in the story of a proud warrior whale pod that attacks a ship before pursuing a near-mythical adversary on a vengeful hunt that risks the worlds of both whales and humans.

This Story is a Lie
by Tom Pollock
YF Pollock
Mathematical genius Peter Blankman battles his lifelong panic attacks as he tries to find his missing twin sister and those who nearly assassinated his mother, a famous scientist.

#Murdertrending
by Gretchen McNeil
YF McNeil
In a future world, where good and honest citizens enjoy watching the executions of society's most infamous convicted felons streamed live on The Postman app, Dee and her posse, the Death Row Breakfast Club, must prove she's innocent of committing a heinous crime.